
FAKE Uber drivers after Midnight in Manhattan
by Mike Higgins

WHO says I'm paranoid ?!?!

I keep seeing an army of CLONES
- THOUSANDS of FAKE Uber drivers after Midnight in Manhattan (imo !!)...

VERY small in physical stature... - rail thin / scawny...
and arms locked on the steering wheel
at the 'rookie' 10 o'clock / two o'clock position
- with a look of COMPLETE terror on their faces while their driving
and eyes GLUED to the GPS and UBER phone in their HAND !! !!

WTF is going on ?!?
"Who...are ... these ...people ?!?!"

ONE driver told me that MANY of those wackos have NO license
for anything.. and they get the Uber phone and car from their 'friends'
who PIMP them out when it's very busy on the streets
and the cops are busy doing 'other things'
 (....like texting on the Brooklyn Bridge ?!?!)

...and SMALL fake Uber drivers are apparently 'the BEST'
because they can scrunch down behind the steering wheel
with a hoodie and 'hide' in the front seat.

- Hmmmm... it would be NICE to see them get BUSTED
by the TLC or NYPD because they're a f-ing MENACE to ALL !!
(i.e. weaving ALL over the road and NOT vetted for CRIME and DRUGS !! )

PS - ATTENTION UBER PASSENGERS AFTER MIDNIGHT  !!!
If you have suspicions....
MY advice is...offer your FAKE Uber driver five bucks if he / she
can PROVE they are legit -
with THEIR official TLC  license & matching phone !!
I've personally tried THAT a few times on the street -
even waving a TWENTY at one wacko
with his passengers in the 'fake' Uber car...
- and HE sped off !!!

Gee - wouldn't a LEGIT' driver take the twenty
and then say '--fk you, a-hole !!'
while he and his laughing passengers drove away ??

Hmmm...

(...to be continued....)  8)


